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A B S T R A C T   

Repeated exposure to stress (chronic stress) can cause excess levels of circulating cortisol and has detrimental 
influences on various cognitive functions including long-term memory and navigation. However, it remains an 
open question whether chronic stress affects path integration, a navigational strategy that presumably relies on 
the functioning of grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex. The entorhinal cortex is a brain region in the medial 
temporal lobe, which contains multiple cell types involved in spatial navigation (and episodic memory), and a 
high number of corticosteroid receptors, predisposing it as a potential target of cortisol effects. Here, our goal 
was to investigate the association between chronic stress and path integration performance. We assessed chronic 
stress via hair cortisol concentration (physiological measure) and the Perceived Stress Questionnaire (subjective 
measure) in 52 female participants aged 22–65 years. Path integration was measured using a virtual homing task. 
Linear mixed models revealed selective impairments associated with chronic stress that depended on error type 
and environmental features. When focusing on distance estimations in the path integration task, we observed a 
significant relationship to hair cortisol concentrations indicating impaired path integration particularly during 
trials with higher difficulty in participants with high hair cortisol concentrations. This relationship especially 
emerged in the absence of spatial cues (a boundary or a landmark), and particularly in participants who reported 
high levels of subjectively experienced chronic stress. The findings are in line with the hypothesis that chronic 
stress compromises path integration, possibly via an effect on the entorhinal grid cell system.   

1. Introduction 

In response to short-term stressors or daily challenges, the human 
body responds with the activation of two systems: the rapid 
sympathetic-adrenal-medullary (SAM) axis leading to a release of cate-
cholamines (adrenaline and noradrenaline) and the slower 
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis leading to a release of cor-
ticosteroids (cortisol in humans; [1]). (Nor)adrenaline and cortisol, 
among others, function as mediators of the stress response, and they are 
usually adaptive because they prepare and enable an organism to react 
fast and cope adequately with environmental demands [2]. The acute 
response to stress thus typically facilitates adaptation. Because cortisol 
can pass the blood-brain barrier, HPA axis activity inevitably affects 
brain structure and function, mainly through effects on corticosteroid 

receptors. It is thus not surprising that acute stress has been shown to 
exert a complex variety of both beneficial and detrimental effects on 
numerous cognitive functions including perception, attention, working 
memory, declarative memory, and executive functions [3–5]. The spe-
cific manifestation of an acute stress effect, i.e., beneficial or detri-
mental, depends on many factors including stress intensity, type of 
stressor, timing, context, age, or sex [1,6,7]. 

In contrast to the adaptive nature of the stress response following an 
acute stressor, chronic exposure to stress can cause a maladaptive 
response with dysregulated physiological systems like the HPA axis [8]. 
One possible outcome of such a dysregulation is hypercortisolemia 
(excess levels of circulating cortisol), which is a predisposing and 
precipitating factor for various physiological and mental disorders [9]. A 
dysregulated HPA axis has primarily detrimental consequences on 
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structural and functional brain integrity [10–12]. Research in rodents 
showed evidence for dendritic atrophy, impaired synaptic plasticity, and 
inhibited neurogenesis after repeated exposure to stress, predominantly 
in hippocampus and prefrontal cortex [13–15]. These changes are 
accompanied by impairments of cognitive functions including atten-
tional set-shifting or spatial navigation [16,17]. In humans, chronic 
stress similarly is associated with deficits in episodic and spatial memory 
[18] and evidence has been accumulated for the wider hypothesis that 
chronic stress is related to worse general cognitive ability [19–21]. 
Moreover, chronic stress has been linked to accelerated cognitive 
decline during aging, particularly comprising deficits in declarative 
memory and executive function [22,23]. Increased cognitive decline 
was postulated to relate to hippocampal atrophy as a structural correlate 
of elevated cortisol levels [18], but some studies were not able to 
replicate this finding (e.g., [19,24,25]). 

The hippocampus is one of the main targets of cortisol because it 
contains a large number of corticosteroid receptors and is involved in 
terminating the HPA axis response [2,26]. The sensitivity of hippo-
campal functioning for stress effects in humans has mainly been shown 
for memory, but less research has been conducted on spatial navigation, 
even though spatial navigation constitutes the other most prominent 
hippocampus-based type of cognition. Furthermore, most of the existing 
studies in this context focused on acute, and not chronic, effects of stress 
[27–34]. Studies in rodents, however, have repeatedly shown that 
chronic stress alters spatial navigation (e.g., [35–40]). In a review of the 
available literature on this matter, Conrad [41] observed a pattern of 
results suggesting that chronic stress has impairing effects on spatial 
memory, but not universally on spatial learning. More specifically, 
chronic stress appears to impair spatial learning during appetitively 
motivated tasks but can have no or even beneficial effects under aversive 
task parameters. Conrad [41] concluded that the effect of chronic stress 
on hippocampus-based spatial ability depends on whether other brain 
structures can be engaged, reflecting the idea that when compensatory 
mechanisms or strategies can be recruited, stress-induced impairments 
might be diminished. 

In general, spatial navigation can rely on various strategies that have 
been associated with distinct brain regions and neuronal processes [42]. 
These different strategies include (among others) path integration (PI), 
map-based navigation and landmark-based navigation, each of them 
tuned to specific environmental properties and requiring the availability 
of specific spatial cues [43]. All of these functions rely on networks 
rather than single regions, but there are specific "core areas" or "hubs" 
harboring different kinds of spatially selective cells such as place cells or 
grid cells [44]. In spatially scarce environments with little information 
and absence of external cues, PI plays a particularly important role [45]. 
PI involves continuous integration of self-motion cues that are generated 
during movement, thus enabling calculation of distance and direction 
traveled from an arbitrary reference point to estimate the current posi-
tion and orientation. On the neuronal level, PI has been related to grid 
cell firing in the entorhinal cortex (EC; [46–49]). Grid cells exhibit an 
arrangement of multiple firing fields organized in a grid-like hexagonal 
pattern [50,51] and may provide a general spatial metric of distances 
[44]. 

Even though PI is based on EC function, which is strongly inter-
connected to the hippocampus, there are, to our knowledge, no studies 
that investigated the relationship between PI and chronic stress. The EC 
itself has also not been focused on in the context of long-term effects of 
stress [52], although there are several hints signaling its importance. For 
instance, the EC has been demonstrated to be involved in coping with 
stress [53], to be associated with stress-induced long-term potentiation 
in dentate gyrus and amygdala [54,55], and to show increased dopa-
minergic cell loss and α-synuclein pathology in the presence of elevated 
corticosterone [56]. Most strikingly, the EC abundantly contains 
glucocorticoid receptors (GRs; [57]), which – alongside mineralocorti-
coid receptors (MRs) – constitute the main binding site for cortisol, and 
thus, it is potentially vulnerable for chronic stress effects. 

Spatial navigation in general can serve as a theoretical model system 
in cognitive neuroscience [58], but current studies suggest that EC 
functioning in particular may as well be of clinical relevance. This is 
because spatial disorientation is one of the main and earliest behavioral 
characteristics of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD; [59]) and the EC is among 
the first regions affected by tau pathology during AD, long before onset 
of clinical symptoms [60]. EC malfunction could therefore provide an 
early biomarker for AD. Supporting this idea, we recently demonstrated 
that PI performance (as a behavioral marker of EC function) of healthy 
young carriers of the ε4 allele of the apolipoprotein E (APOE) gene, 
which constitutes the most important genetic risk factor for late-onset 
AD [61], was worse - compared to APOE-ε3 carriers - in environments 
without spatial cues [62]. When spatial cues (i.e., boundaries or land-
marks) were available and provided relevant information, additional 
brain regions could be recruited, particularly hippocampus [63] and 
posterior cingulate/retrosplenial cortex [62,64]. Recruiting these brain 
regions may allow an individual to use boundary and landmark infor-
mation to stabilize grid cell firing [65] and thereby compensate for PI 
deficits. Intriguingly, when such spatial cues were available, no differ-
ence in performance was found between APOE genotypes, potentially 
reflecting the recruitment of compensatory mechanisms [62,63]. 

Not only PI, which can potentially serve as an early cognitive 
biomarker for detecting AD, but also stress plays an important role in 
AD, underlining the relevance of investigating the relationship between 
chronic stress and PI. HPA axis dysregulation appears to facilitate the 
pathogenesis and progression of AD [66,67]. Higher levels of chronic 
stress are associated with a higher likelihood of dementia [68], patients 
with amnestic Mild Cognitive Impairment and AD patients exhibit 
elevated cortisol levels [69], hypercortisolemia is a characteristic 
feature of early AD [70], and elevated cortisol levels predict lower 
hippocampal volume and cognitive decline in AD [71]. 

The question arises, whether and how chronic stress, PI performance 
and AD relate to each other. To shed light on part of this triangular 
relationship, we here investigated the association between chronic stress 
and PI at the behavioral level. We used the relatively recent approach of 
analyzing hair cortisol concentration (HCC) as a physiological marker 
[72] and the German version of the Perceived Stress Questionnaire 
(PSQ) as a subjective marker of chronic stress [73]. In their 
meta-analysis of studies using HCC, Stalder et al. [74] reported signifi-
cant positive associations between HCC and salivary cortisol data as well 
as between HCC and chronic stress, reflecting the observation that 
stress-exposed groups exhibited increased HCC compared to control 
groups. Notably, studies investigating the association between HCC and 
cognitive function so far have not led to unequivocal results [75–80]. We 
decided to measure both physiological and subjective markers of 
chronic stress because they are often not closely related [81] and thus 
potentially reflect different dimensions of the stress response. To assess 
PI performance, we employed a desktop-based virtual reality spatial 
navigation task containing three subtasks with different environments 
[62]. These environments differed in availability and type of spatial 
cues, and thus allowed to reveal potential stress-related impairments 
that may be specific to distinctively recruited brain regions. We hy-
pothesized that chronic stress is associated with reduced PI performance 
and that this association is more pronounced in the absence of spatial 
cues. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Participants 

A sample of 593 participants were recruited to take part in the 
Dortmund Vital Study (trial registration number: NCT05155397, see 
Gajewski et al. [82]) at the Leibniz Research Centre for Working Envi-
ronment and Human Factors (IfADo), TU Dortmund, Germany. A sub-
group of n = 139 participants additionally completed a PI task, of which 
60 (52 females & 8 males) agreed to provide a hair sample for HCC 
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analysis [72]. Due to the small number of males and reported 
cortisol-related hormonal sex differences [83], we only considered the 
52 females ranging between 22 and 65 years (44.06 ± 13.23 years; 
mean ± SD) for further analysis. Inclusion criteria were designed to 
recruit a healthy and representative sample, where no restrictions 
regarding education or occupation were imposed and where “healthy” 
was defined in a broad sense and allowed for a history of diseases (but a 
history of severe diseases led to exclusion; for a complete list of inclusion 
and exclusion criteria, see Supplementary Text). Participants had 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and received a compensation of 
10€ per hour (generally 20€ in total). Each participant gave written 
informed consent prior to testing and all study procedures were in 

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki as approved by the ethics 
committee of the IfADo (approval number: A93–3). 

2.2. Experimental task 

Participants performed the “Apple Game” paradigm (Unreal Engine 
4, Epic Games, version 4.11; Figs. 1 and S1), a virtual PI task described in 
detail in Bierbrauer et al. [62]. We here conceptualized PI as the general 
ability to integrate across several paths and to compute home-coming 
directions and distances based on vision only and independent of 
other sensory modalities. The task was completed on a laptop computer 
using a joystick. An endless grassy plain with a blue sky rendered at 

Fig. 1. Experimental path integration task. (A) Three subtasks in different environments: The Pure PI subtask consisted only of a grassy plain, whereas the Boundary 
PI subtask included a circular stonewall and the Landmark PI subtask included a central lighthouse. (B) During the “start phase”, participants navigated to the basket 
(goal location) and tried to remember its location. In the following “outgoing phase", they navigated to up to five trees until they reached a tree with an apple 
(retrieval location). In the final “incoming phase", they were asked to find back to the basket (which was not visible anymore). (C) Outgoing phase (dashed black line) 
and incoming phase (dotted black line) were quantified regarding their spatial distances. Outgoing distance was the cumulated distance from the goal to the retrieval 
location (dashed red line), whereas incoming distance described the Euclidian distance between retrieval and goal location (dotted red line). (D) Performance was 
measured via the drop error, i.e., the distance between goal location and response location (red line). The drop error was further differentiated into distance error, i. 
e., the difference between retrieval-to-goal distance and retrieval-to-response distance (blue line), and rotation error, i.e., the angular difference between retrieval-to- 
goal angle and retrieval-to-response angle (purple arc). 
Figure adapted from Bierbrauer et al. [62]. 
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infinity formed the environment. The diameter of the circular arena was 
approximately 13,576 virtual meters (vm). Each trial comprised three 
phases. Participants first moved to a basket (start phase), the location of 
which they had to remember (goal location). They then navigated to a 
variable number of trees (between 1 and 5) appearing successively in 
different locations (outgoing phase), which allowed to experimentally 
vary the path distance of the outgoing phase and thus PI difficulty, until 
the participants arrived at a tree with a red apple (retrieval location). 
Both basket and trees disappeared as soon as the respective locations 
were reached. At the retrieval location, participants were instructed to 
take the shortest path back to the goal location (incoming phase). After 
reaching the remembered location of the basket (response location), 
participants pressed a button and received feedback with zero to three 
stars corresponding to the Euclidian distance between response location 
and goal location (drop error; three stars for < 1600 vm, two stars for <
3200 vm, one star for < 6400 vm). Locations of basket and trees were 
equally distributed across an (invisible) grid of 8 × 8 squares such that 
each participant was forced to visit any square at least once in each 
environmental condition (Fig. S1). To investigate PI with respect to the 
availability of different types of spatial cues, the task was divided into 
three subtasks corresponding to three different environments. The sub-
task “Pure PI” consisted only of a grassy plain, forcing participants to 
solely rely on PI based on visual flow, whereas the “boundary-supported 
PI” (Boundary PI) and the “landmark-supported PI” (Landmark PI) 
subtasks additionally provided a spatial cue (circular stonewall and 
central lighthouse, respectively), which was present during the whole 
trial, and allowed for further orientation unrelated to self-motion cues. 
The subtasks were designed to distinguish between PI with selective 
reliance on EC (in Pure PI) and PI with less selective reliance on EC due 
to the possibility of recruiting other brain regions in the presence of 
spatial cues (in Boundary PI and Landmark PI). We predicted chronic 
stress to mainly be associated with PI in the Pure PI subtask and less 
pronounced or not at all in the Boundary PI or Landmark PI subtasks. 
Participants completed 16 trials in each of the three subtasks (i.e., 48 
trials in total), with the order of subtasks being randomized. The out-
going phase of the 16 trials of each subtask were comprised of three 
trials with 1, 2, 4 and 5 trees, respectively, and four trials with three 
trees in randomized order. 

2.3. Measures of chronic stress 

We used two different types of measures for chronic stress. PSQ 
scores provided a subjective measure and HCCs derived from hair 
samples served as a physiological measure. 

The PSQ, developed by Levenstein et al. [84], is a tool for the sub-
jective assessment of experienced stress. Here, we used the validated 
German version with 20 instead of the original 30 items [73]. It consists 
of four subscales (worries, tension, joy, demands) with five items each 
and one overall score (PSQ total). We used the “recent” version of the 
questionnaire, which quantifies experienced stress over the period of the 
last four weeks. 

HCC has been suggested a biological marker of chronic stress [72, 
85]. The approach takes advantage of the incorporation of lipophilic 
hormones into the growing hair, thereby delivering a retrospective in-
dicator of the cortisol production over the period of several months (as 
hair grows at an approximate rate of 1 cm/month). We collected hair 
samples according to general guidelines from the Society of Hair Testing 
[86], wrapped in aluminium foil and stored in a dark room until ship-
ment to and analysis at Dresden LabService GmbH, TU Dresden, Ger-
many. HCC was assessed from the first proximal 4 cm-segment using 
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS), a standard 
approach for hair steroid analysis [87]. HCCs are reported in picograms 
per milligram (pg/mg). 

2.4. Data analysis 

Behavioral data were extracted from computer-generated log-files 
using MATLAB (2021a, The MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts) including 
the Parallel Computing Toolbox (v6.12) and the CircStat Toolbox [88]. 
Statistical analyses were conducted in R [89] using the lme4 [90], 
lmerTest [91] and emmeans [92] packages. 

The drop error (Euclidean distance between the response location 
and the goal location; Fig. 1D) as a measure of PI performance has two 
components: distance error (difference between retrieval-to-goal dis-
tance and retrieval-to-response distance; Fig. 1D) and rotation error 
(angular difference between retrieval-to-goal angle and retrieval-to- 
response angle; Fig. 1D). Grid cell firing fields are characterized by 
regular distances and hexadirectional symmetry [51]. Grid cells thus 
convey detailed information about traveled distances but only limited 
directional information and have been proposed to be particularly 
relevant for translational PI [93]. We therefore decided to not only focus 
on drop error, but to also consider the distance error as measure for PI 
performance (for analyses considering rotation error, see Fig. S2). 

We manipulated number of trees (1− 5) to experimentally vary path 
distance. However, this measure is not well suited as a predictor in a 
statistical model, because it neither is very accurate (two paths with the 
same number of trees could differ substantially in length) nor para-
metrical. Thus, to characterize path distance, and thus PI difficulty, 
more precisely, two parametrical measures were available: outgoing 
distance and incoming distance. Outgoing distance corresponds to the 
cumulated distance from the goal to the retrieval location, whereas 
incoming distance describes the Euclidian distance between retrieval 
and goal location (Fig. 1C). Both measures represent different sub-
components of PI: Outgoing distance is relevant for keeping track of the 
traveled path in relation to the goal location, and incoming distance for 
computing a direct vector in relation to the goal location. We here 
focused on incoming distance, because previous studies suggested that it 
is most closely related to EC activity [94,95]. 

Before investigating our research question at hand, we conducted a 
few control analyses only including in-game variables to check whether 
our task fulfills main characteristics of a PI task. These analyses focused 
on examining whether we find error accumulation during the outgoing 
phase, which is a prominent feature of PI [65,96], and were statistically 
modeled by linear mixed models on the level of single trials using PI 
performance (drop error, distance error or rotation error) as criterion 
and outgoing distance as within-subject predictor. “Subject” was added 
as random factor. 

To then analyze PI performance as a function of chronic stress, 
subtask, and path distance, we conducted a series of linear mixed models 
on the level of single trials. In all these models, PI performance (drop 
error or distance error) served as criterion, subtask (Pure PI, Boundary PI 
and Landmark PI), and path distance (incoming distance or outgoing 
distance) as within-subject predictors, and chronic stress (HCC and PSQ) 
as between-subject predictor. “Subject” was added as random factor and 
age as covariate, because of widely known age-related alterations of 
navigational abilities [97]. 

We excluded participants, when they deviated more than three 
standard deviations (SDs) from the grand mean on any of the between- 
subject predictors or when they did not provide a hair sample with a 
minimum length of 4 cm. This led to the exclusion of two participants 
(one HCC outlier and one hair sample of only 3 cm), leaving a final 
sample of n = 50 participants. For HCC, which typically exhibits a right- 
skewed distribution, we conducted a natural log (ln) transformation, to 
obtain normally distributed data. From the PSQ raw data, a PSQ total 
score was obtained by calculating an average score, which was linearly 
transformed to a range of 0–100, where 0 reflected a minimal amount 
and 100 a maximal amount of perceived stress. We then centered within- 
subject parametric predictors (incoming distance, outgoing distance) to 
the participant’s mean and between-subject parametric predictors or 
covariates (ln-transformed HCC, PSQ, age) to the grand mean of all 
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participants [98]. For analysis of fixed effects, we always used type III 
sum of squares. In case of interactions between parametric predictors, 
we discretized all but one parametric predictor and calculated estimated 
marginal means (or “adjusted means”) or estimated marginal means of 
linear trends (or “conditional regression equations”) based on the min-
imum, mean and maximum values of these discretized predictors. 
Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were performed using Tukey-adjusted 
(or Šídák-adjusted in case of more than one set of means) Fisher’s 
tests correcting for number of subtasks (3), number of HCC levels (3), 
number of PSQ levels (3), or a combination of those. We used the 
Kenward-Roger method for an approximation of degrees of freedom, 
which we rounded to the nearest whole number. Multicollinearity be-
tween predictors was not problematic (all variance inflation factors <
5). All statistical tests were conducted two-tailed at a significance level 
of α = 0.05. 

3. Results 

3.1. Validity of the PI task 

To check whether we were assessing PI even though we used a virtual 
task that does not provide body-based cues, we inspected relevant 
outcome measures. Most importantly, outgoing distance had a main 
effect on drop error (F(1,2346) = 75.68, p < .001, ηp2 = .031), distance 
error (F(1,2346) = 75.78, p < .001, ηp2 = .031) and rotation error 
(F(1,2344) = 16.52, p < .001, ηp2 = .007), respectively, indicating error 
accumulation during the outgoing phase, which is a prominent feature 
of PI [65,96]. 

3.2. Measures of chronic stress 

HCCs and PSQ scores are depicted in Table 1. To investigate a po-
tential association between these measures of chronic stress, we per-
formed a correlation analysis (r(48) = .06, p = .690), indicating that both 
measures were not related to each other. 

3.3. Association between chronic stress and PI performance 

To assess the association between chronic stress and PI performance, 
we built two linear mixed models. Both models contained the same 
between-subject predictors of chronic stress (HCC and PSQ), the same 
within-subject predictors (subtask and incoming distance), the same 
covariate (age) and the same random factor (subject). Both models only 
differed in the performance measure for PI (drop error vs. distance 
error), which served as criterion. We predicted chronic stress to mainly 
be associated with PI in the Pure PI subtask and less pronounced or not 
at all in the Boundary PI or Landmark PI subtasks. 

3.3.1. Subjective, but not physiological stress is related to the drop error 
Using the model with drop error as measure of PI performance, we 

replicated findings reported in Bierbrauer et al. [62]: We found a main 
effect of subtask (F(2,2324) = 85.48, p < .001, ηp2 = .069; Fig. 2A, left), 
and pairwise comparisons showed that the drop error was higher in Pure 
PI than in Boundary PI and Landmark PI, and higher in Boundary PI than 

in Landmark PI (all t ≥ 3.80, all pTukey < .001, all d ≥ 0.079). Also, older 
age (F(1,45) = 33.90, p < .001, ηp2 = .428) and higher incoming dis-
tances (F(1,2322) = 497.43, p < .001, ηp2 = .176) predicted higher drop 
errors (Fig. 2A, middle and right). 

Regarding associations with chronic stress, we found a main effect of 
PSQ, where higher scores predicted higher drop errors (F(1,46) = 8.24, 
p = .006, ηp2 = .151; Fig. 2B, left), indicating that higher perceived 
stress relates to worse performance. This effect seemed to be linked to 
the rotation component of PI, as PSQ did not affect distance error, but 
rotation error (F(1,46) = 7.63, p = .008, ηp2 = .143; Fig. S2). In contrast, 
we did not observe an effect of HCC on PI performance (F(1,46) = 2.38, 
p = .130, ηp2 = .049; Fig. 2B, right). We found a significant interaction 
effect between subtask, incoming distance and PSQ (F(2,2341) = 3.50, 
p = .030, ηp2 = .003; Fig. 2C). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons yielded a 
significant difference between Pure PI and Landmark PI for low PSQ 
(t(2353) = 2.99, pŠídák = .025, d = 0.062), indicating a stronger rela-
tionship between incoming distance and drop error in Pure PI than in 
Landmark PI only for participants with low subjective stress levels. 

3.3.2. Absence of stress-related main effects for the distance Error 
Regarding the distance error, we observed similar overall effects of 

task features on PI performance as for the drop error: We found a main 
effect of subtask (F(2,2323) = 20.74, p < .001, ηp2 = .018; Fig. 3A, left), 
and pairwise comparisons showed that the distance error was higher in 
Pure PI compared to Boundary PI and Landmark PI (both t ≥ 5.32, both 
pTukey < .001, both d ≥ 0.110), both of which did not differ from each 
other (t(2323) = 0.54, pTukey = .853, d = 0.011). Older age (F(1,45) 
= 22.94, p < .001, ηp2 = .337) and higher incoming distances (F(1,2322) 
= 232.99, p < .001, ηp2 = .091) predicted higher distance errors 
(Fig. 3A, middle and right). Neither PSQ (F(1,46) = 2.45, p = .124, ηp2 

= .051) nor HCC (F(1,46) = 0.37, p = .546, ηp2 = .008) predicted the 
distance error (Fig. 3B). In addition to these main effects, we found a 
significant interaction between subtask and incoming distance (F(2,2344) 
= 3.66, p = .026, ηp2 = .003; Fig. 3C). Post-hoc tests showed a differ-
ence in the effect of incoming distance on distance error between Pure PI 
and Boundary PI (t(2343) = − 2.68, pTukey = .020, d = − 0.055), indicating 
a steeper slope in Boundary PI than in Pure PI, presumably reflecting 
greater difficulty even at lower incoming distances in Pure PI. 

3.3.3. Relevance of stress-related interaction effects for the distance error 
Although we did not observe stress-related main effects for the dis-

tance error, we found several significant interaction effects involving 
HCC and/or PSQ. 

We observed an interaction between HCC and incoming distance 
(F(1,2322) = 11.38, p < .001, ηp2 = .005; Fig. 4A, left), and post-hoc tests 
revealed that the effect of incoming distance on distance error was 
stronger for high compared to medium and low HCC, and for medium 
compared to low HCC (all t = − 3.37, all pTukey = .002, all d = − 0.070). 
This indicated that higher HCCs potentiated the effect of incoming dis-
tance on distance error. The interaction further indicated a particular 
relevance of difficult trials, as differences in distance error between 
levels of HCC were not evident for small or medium incoming distances 
(all t ≤ 2.03, all pTukey > .05, all d ≤ 0.143), but only for larger incoming 
distances (all t = − 3.15, all pTukey < .001, all d = − 0.146). 

This interaction between HCC and incoming distance was further 
moderated by two other factors, subtask and PSQ, respectively. First, we 
observed a significant three-way interaction between HCC, incoming 
distance and subtask (F(2,2342) = 4.70, p = .009, ηp2 = .004; Fig. 4B). 
Follow-up analyses for the individual subtasks showed that the inter-
action between HCC and incoming distance only emerged in Pure PI (all 
t = − 4.45, all pŠídák < .001, all d = − 0.092), but not in Boundary PI (all 
t = − 0.66, all pŠídák = .998, all d = − 0.014) or in Landmark PI (all 
t = − 0.72, all pŠídák = .997, all d = − 0.015). Thus, high HCC was related 
to PI performance specifically in difficult trials and in the absence of 
spatial cues. 

Second, we found a significant interaction between HCC, incoming 

Table 1 
Sample characteristics.   

Min Max Median Mean SD 

HCCpg/mg 1.02 31.53 3.51 5.14 4.90 
PSQ 0 73.33 30 31.60 18.90 
Ageyears 22 65 46.5 43.60 13.27 
Educationyears 8 18 13 14.44 3.56 

Abbreviations. HCC: hair cortisol concentration, PSQ: Perceived Stress Ques-
tionnaire, Min: minimum, Max: maximum, SD: standard deviation; data pre-
sented for final sample of n = 50. 
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distance and PSQ (F(1,2323) = 16.79, p < .001, ηp2 = .007; Fig. 4C). Post- 
hoc tests revealed that the interaction between HCC and incoming dis-
tance only emerged when PSQ scores were either medium (all 
t = − 3.37, all pŠídák = .007, all d = − 0.070) or high (all t = − 4.86, all 
pŠídák < .001, all d = − 0.101), but not when they were low (all t = 2.08, 
all pŠídák = .294, all d = 0.043). When specifically considering partici-
pants with high HCC, post-hoc tests revealed that higher PSQ scores 
predicted a stronger increase of distance error in more difficult trials (all 

t = − 3.46, all pŠídák = .005, all d = − 0.072). Reversely, in participants 
with low HCC, an increase of PSQ was not related with a stronger, but 
with a weaker association between incoming distance and distance error 
(all t = 4.36, all pŠídák < .001, all d = 0.090). 

To clarify whether the interaction between HCC and incoming dis-
tance related to a general effect of trial difficulty or was specific to 
outgoing or incoming distance, respectively, we built a separate, third 
linear model, where outgoing distance replaced incoming distance. In 

Fig. 2. Predictors of drop error. (A) Drop error was highest when no spatial cues were available and lowest when a landmark was present (Pure PI > Boundary PI >
Landmark PI). Older age and higher incoming distances were associated with higher drop errors. (B) Higher PSQ scores were associated with higher drop errors, 
whereas HCC did not predict the drop error. (C) All slopes differed significantly from zero (all p < .001). The interaction effect showed that the relationship between 
incoming distance and drop error was stronger for Pure PI than Landmark PI only in participants with low PSQ scores (left panel), but not in those with medium or 
high PSQ scores (middle and right panel). PSQ Min, PSQ Mean, and PSQ Max refer to the minimum, mean and maximum PSQ scores, respectively, and were chosen as 
bases for estimating adjusted means of linear trends. Error bars and confidence bands represent SEM. HCC: hair cortisol concentration, PSQ: Perceived Stress 
Questionnaire, Pure PI: pure path integration, Boundary PI: boundary-supported path integration, Landmark PI: landmark-supported path integration, vm: virtual 
meters, n.s.: not significant, ***p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05. 
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this model, no associations between measures of chronic stress, outgoing 
distance and PI performance were found (Fig. S3). 

3.3.4. Summary and generalization 
Altogether, our results showed that incoming distance predicted PI 

performance especially when chronic stress levels were high (as indi-
cated by higher HCCs and PSQ scores) and when no spatial cues were 
available. The interaction between HCC, PSQ and incoming distance 
further indicated differential contributions of physiological and sub-
jective stress on PI, manifesting particularly in difficult trials and when 

both types of stress mediators exhibited high loads. Based on our find-
ings, we developed a working model about chronic stress effects on PI 
performance (Fig. 5). We postulate that PI performance of an individual 
is disturbed under conditions of high levels of subjective and physio-
logical stress when two things come together, namely high levels of 
difficulty and scarce environments with little spatial information. We 
propose that the assumed disruption of PI performance under these 
circumstances is mainly caused by impairments in distance estimation. 

Fig. 3. Predictors of distance error. (A) Distance error was highest when no environmental cues were available (Pure PI). Boundary PI and Landmark PI did not differ 
from each other. Older age and higher incoming distances were associated with higher distance errors. (B) Neither PSQ nor HCC predicted the distance error. (C) All 
slopes differed significantly from zero (all p < .001). The effect of incoming distance on distance error was more pronounced (steeper slope) in the Boundary PI 
compared to the Pure PI subtask. Error bars and confidence bands represent SEM. HCC: hair cortisol concentration, PSQ: Perceived Stress Questionnaire, Pure PI: pure 
path integration, Boundary PI: boundary-supported path integration, Landmark PI: landmark-supported path integration, vm: virtual meters, n.s.: not significant, 
***p < .001, *p < .05. 
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Fig. 4. Stress-related interaction effects for the distance error. (A) All slopes in the left panel differed significantly from zero (all p < .001), but no slope in the right 
panel did (all p > .05). The relationship between incoming distance and distance error strengthened when HCC increased (left panel). Effects of HCC and subtask on 
distance error did not show any general interaction (i.e., independently of incoming distance; right panel). (B) The “Min”-slope in the left panel did not differ 
significantly from zero (p > .05), but all other slopes did (all p < .01). The two-way interaction effect between HCC and incoming distance (i.e., trial difficulty) on 
distance error (top left panel) was only significant in the Pure PI subtask. (C) The “Max”-slope in the left panel and the ”Min”-slope in the right panel did not differ 
significantly from zero (both p > .05), but all other slopes did (all p < .001). The two-way interaction effect between HCC and incoming distance (i.e., trial difficulty) 
on distance error (top left panel) was only significant, when subjective stress levels were medium or high (middle and right panel). Further, in participants with high 
HCC, the effect of incoming distance on distance error was more pronounced when PSQ scores increased (comparison of red lines). PSQ Min, PSQ Mean, and PSQ Max 
refer to the minimum, mean and maximum PSQ scores, respectively, and HCC Min, HCC Mean, and HCC Max refer to the minimum, mean and maximum HCCs, 
respectively, and were chosen as bases for estimating adjusted means of linear trends. Confidence bands represent SEM. HCC: hair cortisol concentration, PSQ: 
Perceived Stress Questionnaire, Pure PI: pure path integration, Boundary PI: boundary-supported path integration, Landmark PI: landmark-supported path inte-
gration, vm: virtual meters, n.s.: not significant, ***p < .001, **p < .01. 
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4. Discussion 

The goal of this study was to investigate whether chronic stress, 
assessed through subjective and physiological measures, is associated 
with PI performance in a sample of healthy young to mid-aged partici-
pants. Relevant outcome measures of our task, including the main effect 
of outgoing distance on all error measures and the observation that 
spatial cues enhance PI performance, indicated that we were indeed 
assessing PI. We found a relationship between self-reports of perceived 
stress, as reflected by the PSQ, and the drop error, but we did not observe 
such a link between HCC and drop error. Considering the distance error, 
we found higher HCC to potentiate the relationship between incoming 
distance and distance error. This was especially the case in environments 
with no additional spatial information and in participants reporting 
medium or high subjective stress. 

Perceived stress plays an important role for functional and structural 
alterations in the human brain. For instance, Oumohand et al. [80] re-
ported that perceived chronic stress, but not HCC, was related to poorer 
performance in several cognitive domains (e.g., executive functioning, 
processing speed or working memory). Gianaros et al. [99] demon-
strated, in a sample of postmenopausal women, that self-reported 
long-term chronic stress, assessed prospectively over a period of 
approximately 20 years, was associated with decreased grey matter 
volume in the hippocampus. The meta-analysis of Stalder et al. [74] 
suggests that HCC and self-reports of perceived stress are not related, 
and they were also not associated with each other in our study, sup-
porting the idea that they might reflect different aspects of the stress 
response. Cortisol is only one, albeit a very important, player in the 
multitude of physiological alterations caused by stress [1], but subjec-
tive ratings may cover a wider range of these alterations. Stalder et al. 
[74] suggested that the relationship between HCC and perceived stress 
depends on cortisol levels, such that it is usually non-existent in case of 
low levels but emerges over a certain threshold. Based on the distribu-
tions of PSQ and HCC (Table 1), our sample can be characterized as 
moderately stressed, and therefore this hypothesis could be an expla-
nation for the difference between the two measures in predicting the 
drop error. 

We furthermore observed an interaction between subtask, incoming 
distance and PSQ, which indicates a stronger relationship between 
incoming distance and drop error for Pure PI than Landmark PI in par-
ticipants with low levels of perceived stress. We previously showed that 
subtask moderates the effect of incoming distance on drop error such 
that the difference in performance between Pure PI and the other sub-
tasks increases with higher trial difficulty [62]. Our current finding, 
however, indicates that the beneficial effect of a landmark as an addi-
tional spatial cue is not universally increasing with higher trial diffi-
culty, but does so particularly in subjectively low-stressed participants. 

When specifically considering distance estimation (reflected by the 
distance error) as one relevant subcomponent of PI, we found interac-
tion effects encompassing both measures of chronic stress. The main 
effect of higher incoming distance leading to higher distance errors was 
to be expected because trial-difficulty is strongly influenced by incoming 
distance. We observed that this relationship was strengthened when 
HCC increased, indicating an association between higher HCC and worse 
performance especially in more difficult trials. This fits to the idea that 
subtle changes in cognition induced by stress in healthy participants are 
especially relevant during tasks with high cognitive load. A meta- 
analysis reporting this relationship in the context of acute stress and 
working memory [5] and a study investigating acute high-intensity 
stress effects on a visuo-spatial path learning task [100] support this 
hypothesis. Our finding suggests a similar relationship for chronic stress 
effects on PI. 

The two-way interaction between HCC and incoming distance effect 
was further moderated by subtask and PSQ, respectively. On the one 
hand, the moderation by subtask indicated that the interaction between 
HCC and incoming distance only appeared in an environment without 
spatial cues, which is in accordance with our hypothesis that stress ef-
fects become particularly relevant in scarce environments with little or 
no additional spatial information. In such environments, reliance on EC 
is greatest and compensatory mechanisms through involvement of other 
brain regions cannot take place, or at least not to a sufficient extent [62, 
63]. The utilization of navigational strategies highly depends on the 
availability of information, and more information typically leads to 
more success [43]. The Boundary PI and Landmark PI subtasks both 
provide additional information and therefore allow for the employment 
of boundary-based or landmark-based navigational strategies. Conse-
quently, these subtasks are generally less difficult than Pure PI. How-
ever, in the additional model, where we replaced incoming distance by 
outgoing distance (the second most important factor determining trial 
difficulty), no associations with chronic stress were found, suggesting 
that chronic stress specifically relates to the effect of incoming distance 
on PI and hence may reflect impaired EC function. Thus, in addition to 
the presumed role of stress in more difficult trials, this finding further 
indicates that certain navigational strategies (Pure PI) are more prone to 
stress effects than others (Boundary PI or Landmark PI). This is in 
accordance with a previous study showing intact landmark-based nav-
igation, but impaired map-based navigation in women after acute stress 
[28]. In Boundary PI and Landmark PI, compensatory mechanisms such 
as activation of retrosplenial cortex, which is strongly connected to the 
medial EC [101], might stabilize grid cell activity and mask the deficit 
[62]. An alternative (not mutually exclusive) explanation is based on 
differential sensitivity of brain regions to cortisol, leading to a 
stress-induced shift towards striatal processing [102]. This could also 
result in behavioral deficits in Pure PI, but preserve performance in 
Landmark PI, because landmark-based navigation has been associated 
with striatal processing [103]. 

We earlier introduced the idea of a triangular relationship between 
chronic stress, EC functionality, and AD. Similar to what we report here 
about the association between chronic stress and PI, APOE-ε4 carriers 
also showed specific impairments in Pure PI [62]. In that study, we 
hypothesized that early AD histopathology in the EC might affect grid 
cell function, and that this is only unmasked in the condition with 
highest reliance on EC (Pure PI). How then might chronic stress induce 
such an effect on the mechanistic level? GRs exhibit a lower affinity to 
cortisol than MRs and are thus mainly activated in the presence of high 
circulating cortisol levels [1]. Chronically stressed individuals often 
experience phases of persisting hyperactivity of HPA axis that might 
activate GRs of the EC. One way in which excess of cortisol results in 
functional and structural brain changes, is its influence on synaptic 
plasticity by targeting glutamatergic transmission, which is strength-
ened under acute stress, but suppressed under chronic stress [104,105]. 
Although altered glutamatergic transmission might play a role, we as-
sume that chronic stress rather affects inhibitory transmission in the EC, 

Fig. 5. Working model about the relationship between chronic stress and path 
integration performance. When high levels of physiological and subjective 
markers of stress co-occur with high difficulty and scarce environments, 
impaired PI due to disturbed distance estimation is likely. PI: path integration. 
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because administration of stress mediators was shown to have this same 
effect in layer II of the medial EC, where grid cells are abundantly 
located [106]. This inhibition in the medial EC has been proposed to 
follow a gradient along the dorsoventral axis, and this gradient corre-
lates to an increase in spacing of grid cells along the same axis [107]. 
Thus, chronic stress could elicit disturbances in the nuanced 
spacing-based allocation of grid cells along the dorsoventral axis of the 
medial EC, and thereby potentially compromise grid cell function, which 
may represent the underlying process behind the observed behavioral 
deficits. 

Furthermore, the two-way interaction between HCC and incoming 
distance was also moderated by PSQ, as it only appeared when PSQ 
scores were medium or high, but not when they were low. As mentioned 
earlier, perceived stress may be inherently important in the emergence 
and maintenance of cognitive alterations [80,99]. In context of the 
interaction, it appears that HCC only moderates the relationship be-
tween incoming distance and distance error when a certain level of stress 
is perceived. This result shows that chronic stress effects on PI particu-
larly arise, when both physiological and subjective indicators of allo-
static load are high, possibly because they together reflect more 
dimensions of the stress response than either alone. 

Our findings support the hypothesis that chronic stress affects PI. 
Stress-related deficits were predominantly connected to the distance 
error as measure of PI performance. Because grid cells may provide a 
general metric of distances, we assume that stress mediators (mainly 
cortisol) target the (posterior-medial) EC and thereby compromise grid 
cell activity. The idea that chronic stress can affect navigational circuits 
is empirically supported by findings of a rodent study, where stress- 
induced modulation of place cells was found after five days of immo-
bilization stress [108]. Future animal studies should investigate possible 
effects of stress on grid cells on the level of microcircuits. We further 
observed an important role of perceived stress, which may either be a 
relevant independent predictor of cognitive alterations or provide 
additional predictive value to the information obtained by physiological 
measures of stress. Based on this, we developed a working model, in 
which we postulate PI deficits as a consequence of impaired distance 
estimation to occur when physiological and subjective levels of stress are 
high and a difficult task is conducted in a scarce environment (Fig. 5). 

Our study does not come without limitations. First, results are 
correlational in nature. Although this is a common limitation in chronic 
stress research, it impedes causal inferences. Consequently, increased 
cortisol levels and the observed deficits in PI performance could both be 
the result of a common cause (genetics, early-life experiences, emerging 
psychopathology etc.) rather than one causing the other [109]. Animal 
studies as well as neuroimaging and longitudinal studies in humans are 
needed, to establish a cause-and-effect relationship. Second, due to the 
absence of neuroimaging data, we could not test the hypothesized 
neuronal processes underlying the behavioral effects. However, we were 
able to rely on the results of our previous study suggesting that the 
posterior-medial EC (particularly grid-like representations) is especially 
relevant for the Pure PI subtask, and that the retrosplenial cortex is 
involved in landmark representations for the Landmark PI subtask [62]. 
Future research should search for direct relationships between chronic 
stress, EC functionality and PI performance, and characterize the un-
derlying neural mechanisms to underpin our results. Third, we investi-
gated PI purely based on visual cues. Future studies are needed including 
both, visual and body-based cues, to get a more comprehensive overall 
picture. Last, due to sample characteristics, we only considered women, 
even though sex is known to play a role in stress effects [83] and in 
spatial navigation [110]. As our results are thus presumably not appli-
cable to males, future research considering both sexes is warranted. 

4.1. Conclusion 

We provide initial evidence for an association between chronic stress 
and PI deficits in healthy human participants. PI deficits in 

physiologically stressed participants selectively emerged in trials with 
high difficulty in the absence of additional spatial cues, and particularly 
in those participants also reporting subjective stress. 
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